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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Wednesday

USG tries
reaching out in
new ways

June 20,2007
Volume 101, Issue 154
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Gaming to find
aliens or help
fight cancer

By Amanda HOO.IT
Managing Editor

Take up a cause and
donate your unused
Playstation power
| Page 7

The not-soFantastic 4 hits
theaters
The sequel is a step
up from the original,
but still seems to fall
short | Page 7

Check out The
BG News blog
on our Web site
Surf the Web
and discover what
you've missed out
on each week.

b

Swttwblogonfcw:
http.//blogs.bgnew«om/

Traditions of
marriage meet
modern times
Planning and preparing
for the big day can be
hectic and expensive
| Page 4

Talk radio
assumes more
than the facts
Our opinion editor
challenges people to
seek answers for
themselves | Page 4

IndyCar
Series hits
Ohio raceway
Fans are getting
excited about July's
Honda 200 in

H»RIEl WHITE

Lexington | Page 9

Security at risk

Ex-Indians
skipper back in
Cleveland
Charlie Manuel,
currently managing
the Phillies, returns to
Ohio after a two-year
absence | Page 9

Deposits impose costs on tenants, landlords
Inul
By Magan Armantrout
Reporter

MI

As students move into their new
apartments for the school year,
security deposits everywhere are
being paid to landlords.
But getting the deposits back
when the lease is over is a commonly
disputed topic between the landlord
and tenants.
When someone signs a lease for

I

III

IIIIII^.I

h'li iiit moves
mil. PC out.
i nil
tenant
Student Legal Services represent students with the various legal
problems they might encounter.
One problem they see a lot of is the
disagreements students have with
their landlords about receiving their
security deposits back and the legal
actions the tenant have the option
to take.

See DEPOSIT | Page 2

See USG | PageS

Do you think USG
is doing enough to
speak to students?

Summer music program brings
students from across the nation
EMILY PORTER.
Senior.
Early Childhood Education
"I think they're making
a better attempt, like
the chalk sign outside
Olscamp" | Page 4

Im

Sunny
High: 83. Low. 59

B

I

311
Ml iniinl or house, llii'
ii.ill i!
an apartment
the rental
company usually asks the tenant to
pay a security deposit. This deposit
is a one-time payment the landlord
can deduct from to pay for damage
to the property when the tenant's
lease ends.
Rodney Fleming, managing
attorney for the University's student legal services, said there can
be many disagreements about the
security deposit at the time the

Undergraduate
Student
Government President lohnnie
Lewis and Vice President Nick
Ciamero have set some high
expectations for the upcoming
academic year.
"Ilt'sl important to point out
that this year most of US(i is
new ... with that conies new
ideas and new effort I think
we'll see across campus,"
Lewis said.
One of their platform goals is
inaking them selves more accessible to the student body.
"USG is the government of
the student body. I represent
the student body," Lewis said.
He wants to make sure the
students are comfortable with
how they are being represented,
specifically through him.
In order to achieve this goal,
Lewis and Ciamero will make
themselves set weekly office
hours, and to publicize them,
so that students can come into
the USG office and speak with
them. According to Lewis,
senators are already required
to set one hour per week of
office time.
"I will have to lie spending a
lot of time in the office, probably four or five hours a week.
That's what I'm imagining right
now," Lewis said. Me did, however, stress that nothing is official at this point.
Another "unofficial" move
to be on the look out for, are
opportunities to hang out with
Lewis and Gamero outside
of the office. Lewis hopes to
see several publicized opportunities for students to come
"hang out in the pub" or have
dinner at Commons with the
two USG leaders.
"It's a great way to get to know
the people representing |ihe
students]; casting votes |in USG I
for them," said Amanda Pumas,
a senior journalism major who
used to serve on USG's board of
procedures and appeals.
From a student's standpoint,
it appears there is also concern for general information
about USG and how they work.
Outside of the chaos that is the
spring USG elections, some students don't even hear about the
group during the year.
"It shouldn't be just that one
part of the year, you don't feel
like you have any hand in what
happens," said Angelique Leal, a
senior accounting student. "We
need information on how |studentsl can be more involved,"
she said.
And involvement is a top priority for Lewis.
"Speaking from a personal
standpoint I have a strong,
strong passion for the idea of
true democracy," Lewis said.
"I'm concerned that the members of our society, our generation, aren't willing to takeas much of a stand as they

TOMORROW
Isolated T-Storms
High: 89. Low: 62

k

By Suva Kunklar
Reporter

The Summer Music Institute, a
program done by the college of
musical arts for high school students from across the nation,
helps to develop the musical skills
of those that attend the camp
The camp began on June lOand
runs through lune 29.
The program is broken up into
three separate sessions that teach
different musical skills.
The first session includes a brass
camp, a jazz camp, a recording stu dio camp and a vocal arts camp.
The brass camp involves the
playing of instruments like trombones and tubas, while the jazz
camp develops the students' skills
with jazz instruments like the saxophone
The recording studio camp

teaches how to record and mix
different types of music while the
vocal arts camp helps to develop
the students sound and range
when they sing.
This session began on lune 10
and ended on lune 15. The second
session, featuring a musical theater camp and a piano camp, will
run from June 17 through lune 23.
The camp will have its final
session start on lune 24 and run
through lune 29. This session features a recording studio camp, a
string orchestra camp and a super
sax camp.
The camps are headed by
faculty of the University's Music
Department The faculty will also
have help from graduate students.
Mark Bunce, director of recording services at the final session of
See MUSIC | Page 5

Boys State wraps up week on campus
By Jillian Roach
Reporter

The University has a new addition as of last Wednesday.
A flagpole was erected and
dedicated to the Buckeye Boys
State programs for having taken
place on the University's campus for nearly 30 years. The

University also plans to place two
more flag poles, next to the first
one, between the Harshman and
Kreischer Quadrangle buildings
before next year's BBS program.
Randy Eicher, public relations representative for BBS, was
pleased with the new addition to
their mock state.
"It really shows that BGSU

appreciates and enjoys having us
here, they're really good to us the
enure nine days we're here each
year," Eicher said. The three
poles will be used to display the
American, state and BBS flags."
he said.
BBS was founded in 1936
See BBS I Page 6

Proposed bill aims to tidy lawns
By Megan Armanlrout
Reporter

John Fawcett said his bill
would "dress up the north side
of town."

Legislation introduced in City
Council on Monday would
allow the city to more quickly
mow homeowners' lawns if
the owner fails to respond to
requests to do so.
Municipal Administrator

"This would add to the overall he.ititihV.ition project in the
city," Fawcett said.

Currently city officials can
mow a home's lawn if the
grass is 12 inches or taller and
the owner doesn't respond to

requests to cut it.
Fawcett's legislation would
reduce the maximum to
8 inches.
The city would bill the property owner for the cost of mowing.
Fawcett said he introduced

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See LAWN | Page 5
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City rezoning reshapes new building on Manville and Lehman
By Kristcn Schweitzer

Those who frequent the streets
ui Manville and Lehnian may
nave noticed a recent change
in scenery. The building sitting
on the comer of Manville and
I .chinan is in the finishing stages
of a remodeling project.
I he area, at current, is zoned
as an M -1 area, according to Ken
laylor. the Howling Green City
Planning Director. This means
the building may be used for
light industrial purposes,
According to the city ordinance, light industrial /ruling
"permits manufacture, assembly, storage, or transfer activities whose nature of operation
produces a minimum of noise.

' .' ■
•• I'dwtq lor thequnman
«ho held up Fast Cash on North Main
Street last I
ling to police, the suspect produced a handgun, threatened the clerks
I'ided they (ill a bag with money
He then ran horn the budding with an
>ed amount ol cash
The suspect is described as a black
• ween S leet 5 inches and 5 leet /
inches in height, with a stocky build
Anyone with information is urged to
contact the Bowling Green Police Division
■ ,'.
i County Crime Stoppers at 1800 S"

BGSU employee data
not at risk, official says
• believe sensitive
mfoimation of University employees were
i'kup storage device stolen from
a state interns car last week, a spokesman
for Gov Ted Strickland said Monday
• thousands of employee
names and Social Security numbers were
stored on the device, which the governor
announced as stolen last Friday
i in Keith Dailey. stressed
. r still determining what
■

Torch coming to city
.' J07 Ohio Law Enforcement
Torch Run will be making its way through
Bnv.linr] Green around noon today.
The event features law enforcement
officers running and .biking from the
ui coiners to Columbus to raise
nf the state Special Olympics

odor, dust and smoke."
Some of the manufacturing
processes allowed with M-1 zoning that are mentioned in the
ciry ordinance include jewelry,
sporting goods, clothing, electronic components, research
and testing laboratories and
cMii potato chip manufacturing. The ordinance also allows
M-l areas to be used lot lumber
storage and dealers and greenhouse purposes.
What the ordinance does not
allow Ml /ones to be used for
is bars, bowling alleys or other
recreational usage
According tu'laylnr, "the owner
has some dreams on what he

Reporter

Police search for man
said to rob Fast Cash

rezoning the area if that's what
it takes to attract businesses,
said Dave Codding, the owner
of the property, and president of
Progress Park, Inc., his company
within the property.
"We're considering rezoning
the area," said Codding. "We've
been working with the Planning
Commission."
A rezone of the area would
require a public hearing and
then go before the city council for approval, according to
laylor.
Codding noted his property
is a manufacturing facility surrounded by residential properties. I le said he wants to attract
more professional businesses,
ones that will be of an advan-

wants to do with [thelotl."
I hese ideas mav even include

tage to the community and the
University students.
Codding felt the building was
in need of remodeling in order to
bener attract businesses.
"The facility was pretty dated,"
said Codding, who said he is looking for technologically advanced
businesses and that the facility now has a huge technology
backbone, one possibly even
stronger than the University's.
"The bulk of the construction
is done and we are now in the
finishing touches of the work,"
said Codding.
Sandy Fouts, another Progress
Park, Inc., representative said she
wants people and businesses to
know the building is secure and
high tech.

Codding and Fouts also noted
it would be a good location for
University research projects.
"It's close to campus and
there's free parking," Codding
said.
Since the building has been
cleaned up, Codding said to have
noticed an increase in interest
for the site.
The building currenUy contains several manufacturing
companies, including Systems
Associates, Inc., which is a software development company
that makes computerized energy
management and maintenance
software, according to Codding.
The building is also home to
See REZONING | Page 6

Students opt to earn higher pilot licenses at University
By Scott Rcckcr
Reporter

the clouds for fun, or it can be
the initial stepping stone to
becoming a serious pilot.
Students can then pursue
an Instrumental Hating, which
also takes two semesters, and
then will be able to fly, literally,
in the clouds.
If a student wants to further
their learning even more in
Aviation Studies they can earn
a Commercial license, which
means thej are now able to
be paid to fly a single engine
plane.
University Senior Drew
F.wing will earn his commercial pilot license Ibis summer
and hopes his advancement
in the program will prepare

Several University students are
spending their summer days
training to soar through the sky
as they inch closer to getting
their pilot licenses.
The Aviation Studies program
at the University allows students to achieve four different
types of licenses, each of which
allows students more freedom
and responsibility.
The first license a student
can achieve is called a private
pilot certificate, which lakes
i wn semesters for the student to
earn and allows the student to
be able fly by themselves below

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOUSES
RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS
CAMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES

ASK ABOUT OUR

3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMEHTS
GRADUATE EFFICIENCY /1 BEDROOM
-£" Sift lip, l9d<Uf! C&GREENBRIAR, INC. 1419)352-0717
445 f. WOOSJER • BOWLING GREEN • OHIO ■ 43403

"Bowling Green has the best Aviation
Program in the state. The program is
always expanding, getting new aircraft and
improving the technology."
Drew Ewing | University Senior

him for the future.
"I want to continue to get
my flight instructor rating
and leach for a couple of years
and then fly for an airline,"
Ewing said.
liwing came to Bowling
Creen because he believes the
University has a great Aviation
program.

"Bowling Green has the best
aviation program in the state,"
Ewing said. "The program is
always expanding, gelling new
aircraft and improving the
technology."
After the first three licenses a
student can get a fourth license,
called a Iwin Fngine license,
that allows the student to pilot a

more powerful plane.
Senior Mall Comhoffs longlime love of planes has lead him
lo completing his Multi-Fngine
Rating this summer.
"When I was little my grandma and grandpa lived in Ohio
and I lived in Colorado and we
would fly out there about three
times a year so I really liked
[planesl," Cornhoff said.
St udenl s ca n become i nsl ruetors in private flight, Instrument
and Multiple Fngine after they
finish up all of their licenses.
Being a flight instructor in college gives students much needed practice because most of the
See PILOT | PageS

DEPOSIT

"I would think getting money out of your

From Page 1

deposit would be for breaking or stealing

"Ohio has a Landlord-Tenant
Act which speaks lo the issue
of security deposits." Fleming
said. "A landlord must either
return ihe security deposit or
give the tenant an itemized list
of deductions from the deposit
within 30 days of the termination of the lease or vacating
the properly."
Fleming said Student Legal
Services helps a number of
Students with security deposii
issues each year.
"Most of Ihe lime we are successful in either reducing total
damage charged or recovering
the security deposit completely," he said. "If you prove the
landlord has wrongly withheld
all or some of your deposit. Ihe
Ohio Landlord- Tenant Law says
Ihe tenant will receive twice the
money withheld and the payment of attorney fees from the
landlord."
Fleming recommends all tenants videotape or lake pictures
of the rented property before
they move in and again when
the] move out. If the tenant follows these steps they will have
evidence in court lo help them
with their case. Before and
after pictures and videotapes

things, not for not having things cleaned

www.bqsu.edu/studentinsurance
for more information about the
Required Student Insurance Program

to a professional standard."
Lamont Green I University Senior

are ideal because it is visual
evidence for the judge lo take
into account.
"I think lhat is a very simple
and easy way lo protect your
security deposii," he said.
Tom Kadel, properly manager of the Enclave apartment
complex at 706 Napoleon Rd.,
said they do what ihey can to
make sure tenants have their
apartment fixed al the end of
their lease.
"We try to inspect and fix the
apartments before the tenant's
move out date so the tenant is
not responsible for thai damage when they move out," Kadel
said. "As long as there is documentation on Ihe damage, the
tenant is not responsible to pay
for the damage."
The apartment complex
cleans their properly when the
tenant moves out. If the Enclavefinds damage done lo their
property, they take pictures of
the damage and send those pictures with the list of damage to
the tenant. This allows the former tenant to see exactly what
type of damage ihe Enclave is
charging them for or taking out
of their deposit.
lohn Carty, manager and
owner of Carty Rentals at 316
E. Merry Ave., said his company deducts from the tenant's
security deposit based on the

amount of time it lakes to fix
the damage and the cost of the
materials needed.
"Cleaning is the No. 1 issue
and that is typically the bathroom and the kitchen," Carty
said. "These are the things to
clean thai would save the tenant a considerable amount of
money"
Cleaning would save the tenant money because the rental
company would not take out
of their security deposit. If the
properly is clean and nothing is broken or stolen, the
tenant will receive all of their
deposit back.
Lamont Green, senior, has
not received all of his security
deposits back from the rental
companies he has dealt with in
the past. Green said he and his
roommates cleaned their property lo make sure everything
was in order before they moved
out because they wanted their
deposit relumed.
"My whole deposii was taken
away because the oven and the
refrigerator were not cleaned
to... standards," Green said.
"I would think getting
money out of your deposit
would be for breaking or
stealing things, not for not
having things cleaned to a
professional standard."

Smokey The Bear's
original name was

^Students registered for 8 or more credit hours on main campus
are required to have health insurance.

u

•/ Students can enroll in the BGSU-offered insurance plan at
MyBGSU/Financial Services/ Student Insurance Requirement.

*£?£« Tastes,
One 0,^ Mace!

•/ Students can visit MyBGSU/Financial Services/ Student Insurance
Requirement, to complete the waiver form. You will need a copy
of your current insurance plan and insurance identification card.

KFC&
Long John Silver'
1020 N Main St.
352-2061

•/ Read all information on the Student Insurance Requirement webpage.
s If you receive an Accounts Hold for "Required Health Insurance",
this is for information only. Students will still be able to get their
grades and register for classes.
J Remember to complete the Required Student Insurance Process by
July 2, 2007 to avoid the Student Insurance charges being posted on
your Bursar account.
ALL BGSU Students can use the Student Health Service
regardless of their health insurance coverage.
>

a Hotfoot Teddy

Remember, we CATER!
Let the

I

handle all your needs!

Job Positions Available!
Apply today for full or part time job positions.
Career Opportunities Available.
Why would you want to work anywhere else?
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"The planet is in distress and all of the attention is on Paris Hilton.
We have to ask ourselves: what is going on here?" - Al Gore, former Vice
President of the United States, from Newsweek.com
Wednesday. June 20.2007 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"No. they're not
doing enough to

Do you think that USG is doing enough to speak to students?
"No. honestly no
Maybe for people in
Greek organizations, but
I don't hear anything."

find me. except for
election time"
RICHARD KELLEY.
Junior. Early Childhood

ANDREA HEISTAND.
Senior. Biology

Education

"Obviously no. since I
don't know anything
about them."

"No. because I never
know anything about
what they do."

DAN MAUK.
Senior. Art Education

KATHERINESUBLER.
Senior, History and
Psychology

I*

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own lake on

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Where is the intellectual responsibility
in today's radio and television?

Coming back from central Ohio
on Sunday. 1 braced myself for
ihe two-hour trip thai would
lake place after midnight. I
always dread making the trip
partially because the radio is
always so despicable. It seems
thai no matter where you
drive, country stations always
outnumber their rock and roll
counterparts by three to one.
So as I drove, my finger on
the seek button, something
caught my ear: talk radio. 1
decided to tune in to see what
tonight's topic was. On ihe air,
some conservative pundit or
was chastising state prosecutor
Mike Nifong for his role in the
Duke lacrosse rape trial. From
there, Ihe conversation moved
without direction from racism to Guantanamo Bay, and
inevitably to why bleeding heart
liberals will lead the country lo
its death.
I listened to the banter, for
lack of a better station, until the
signal crackled back out and
another country station look its
place. What hurt me the most
throughout the entire broadcast was not the lack of critical
thought — which is quite common of any commentator— but
the fact that this was a syndicated broadcast and there was
no encouragement whatsoever

MCT

WEB SITE POLL

Q: How much debt do
you nave from loans for
college?

The novel qualities
of modern marriage
UMPIRE BAHANA
COLUMNIST

«
$0-10.000:24%

$10,001-20.000:25%

$20.00150.000:14%

More than $30,000:
39%

I don't know: 0%

57 total votes

Jte BG News poll is not
scientific and reflects the
opinions of only those Internet
users who have chosen to
participate The results cannot
be assumed to represent the
opinions of Internet users in
general, nor the public as a
whole.

77i/s itvek's column is for
my dear friends Bimbelh and
Jonathan Miller, who made the
i niiiiiiitrnetil to spend their liivs
together on May 26.
A week before her wedding,
a friend of mine fell down
the stairs and broke a rib. As
a result, what for others is a
screaming derailed rollercoaster ride into hell, was for
her a relatively pleasant final
week of preparat ions.
It is therefore my recommendation thai all brides be
given prescription painkillers
on the week before their wedding. I lell, give them away free,
pin a basket al the checkouts in
Michael's. The celebration of the
institution lhat many Americans
are so determined to keep from
gay couples has been taken over
by an industry lhat profits from
feeding brides' neuroses.
These neuroses mutate, divide
and conquer, turning relaxed
and fun women into roaring
Bridezillas who can then be
used as fodder for reality television shows. The least that a $161
billion a year industry could do
is throw in some free Vicodin for
their troubles.
The average commercial
wedding sets a young married couple (or iheir generous
parents) back S28.000 and
involves 43 professionals.
These include consultants who
sell dreams and prey upon
marriage anxieties, caterers
and florists who invoke celebrity weddings like faithful,
admired saints, and videographers who could be mistaken
for Alzheimer's specialists in
the way they predict a loss of
memory without their services.
The average wedding dress
costs $1,025 and one in four
American brides gets theirs from
David's Bridal. They are sold
by sales girls taught to pounce
on what is known as the "Oh

Mommy" moment; when the
bride falls in love with a dress,
a 3-poinier set up many years
before by Disney movies and
Wedding Barbies.
The Bridal-Industrial complex is a great example of the
growing commercialization of
American culture.
Whereas 20 years ago, wedding planners were only for the
rich and famous, today they are
ubiquitous enough lo warrant a
1-1.0 movie.
Traditions" like diamond
engagement rings are actually
only a few decades old and yet
have already become essentials
to couples embarking on a new
life together.
As religious and familial
ties have become less binding,
emphasis has shifted to the
monetary; before WWII one
third of couples did not even
have a reception or honeymoon.
Couples today are not leaving
their home for the first time, nor
are they embarking on their first
sexual relationship, and so the
burden falls upon the table setlings and flower arrangements
to prove that a significant lifestyle change is taking place.
With all these changes that
weddings have seen over the
past few years, you would think
that they would show more
impact from the women's movement. However, 1 think the TV
show "friends" has made more
of an impression on the average
American wedding. "Man and
wife" is still a common phrase
used to describe the hopefully
happy couple, limiting the bride
to her role in relation to the man.
And of course there is the
anti-gay marriage movement;
allowing gay people to marry
would not open the road to the
apocalypse, il would jusl open a
new market for an industry that
depends on people's desire lo fit
in and keep up.
At the heart of the wedding
industry are the couples who
pledge to spend share their lives
and health benefits and wish to
celebrate that with the people
they love, and they deserve a lot
more than the hassle thai it is to
get married these days.

e're pulling for ya', USG
Johnnie lewis and his Undergraduate
Student Government team have some
promising goals for the upcoming school
year.
tie has told us to expect a more open, more
participatory USG.
The BG News is looking forward to an
improved Web site, clearly stated office hours for
you and the senators, even nights in the Pub.
Most importantly, we think, he has told us to
expect a more accessible government.
We're looking forward to being able to read
what's on USG's mind and when we can expect
them to make decisions.
As happy as we are to hear of these plans, we
can't help but think back to the countless interviews we've had and stories we've written with
students who say they don't know — or don't
care —what USG is.
We saw only 12 percent of the student body
vote in last spring's elections — and that was an
increase from the year before.
Certainly this apathy is not entirely USG's
fault. Students need to be proactive in engaging
their representatives. That they are not, stems
from factors in play long before Lewis and his
government came around.
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So, we are intrigued by lewis' goals, but skeptical towards them, too.
But more than anything, we hope he proves
our early skepticism wrong.
After all, it's only June. We're two months away
before our first Fall semester classes. So why be
pessimistic?
Instead, let us jump in wholeheartedly with
Lewis' goals.
We ask our undergraduate peers to question
how they're being treated at this University and
ask their representatives to examine those conditions — instead of just complaining.
They need to listen to USG's responses and
act accordingly whether that means talking with
other students or contacting presidents, provosts or professors.
We ask Lewis, and all the senators, to persevere in the face of students who might give them
strange looks as they're approached.
Such are the challenges he faces, and it's good
of him to prepare to meet them head on.
His first test will come in the next few weeks as
thousands of freshmen descend on the campus
for orientation and registration.
We wish him luck, but recognize his, and
USG's, monumental task.

CHECK THIS OUT!
Are you opinionated? Do you love to write?
Do you want to be part of an award-winning news team?
The BG News is currently recruiting articulate, passionate students who want to
have a big impact on their community.

CHRISTY JOHNSON. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone; (419) 372-6966

the things I just described is not
likely to be watched.
What kind of culture are we
perpetuating when we say that
there needn't be public displays
of critical thought? Who will
he our models if not those with
the microphones?
For instance, www.kidshealth.org suggests that the
average American child watches
at least four hours of television a
day. That's four hours each day
learning habits that will follow
them into the future as adults.
This fact is sad. but also
the reality in which we live.
Do not fret, however! The
start to critical thought is just
learning a few tips. A critical
attitude can be achieved by
simply getting oneself into the
habit of thinking differently.
For instance, it makes sense
that before you're going to do
anything—a game, enter the
employment realm, go fishing—that you learn the rules
to that game. If you're going to
play a game, don't you want
to know how to be able to win
that game? This may seem a bit
intuitive, but it may save tons of
trouble in the future.
To give a specific example,
regarding student financial
aid scandals: perhaps it would
be beneficial for students to
take their own initiative and
research their loans and alternatives before deciding on a
specific loan. But if a student
doesn't know how to go about
this, his initiative benefits him
no more than if he or she hadn't
researched at all.

STAFF EDITORIAL

AMANDA HOOVER. MANAGING EDITOR

210 West Hall

for critical thought among
the listeners.
The host of the show simply
posed opinion after opinion,
then took calls and hang up
on those who disagreed. This
sort of blatant disregard for
any dissenting opinion is but
one aspect of popular culture's
disregard for critical thought.
For instance, during no part of
the radio show did the host ask
for listeners to do any research,
he did not suggest that listeners
read any journal articles, but
merely insisted that opinions
— mainly his — are the manner
in which issues are decided.
Occasion after occasion,
when I watch the television
or listen to the radio, exciting
and fast-paced are the words
that come to mind to describe
what I see. These media do
whatever is possible to prey on
people's attention spans, taking advantage of the weaker
part of our nature.
Indeed, it is hard to stomach
critical thought. When people
are being respectfully critical of
one another, arguments are not
fast-paced and bitter words are
not thrown about, but journals
are cited and methods of gathered evidence are compared.
Kxciting, isn't it?
No, far from what might be
radio to enlighten its listeners,
we are bombarded with opinion after opinion, uncited and
unsubstantiated. Though this
may be the more respectable
route, the only way in which a
show can survive is to get good
ratings, and any show doing

Opinion columnist and cartoonist positions are available!
E-mail thenews@bgsu.edu for more information

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submis-

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed as
space on the Opinion Page permits.
Additional Letters to the Editor or
Guest Columns may be published
online Name, year and phone
number should be included for verification purposes. Personal attacks,
unvenfied information or anonymous
submissions will not be pnnted.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews'j'bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters and
columns will be considered for printing. All letters are subject to review for
length and clarity before printing
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News

sions for columns is two per month
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POLICE
BLOTTER
SATURDAY
3:19 p.m.
A while Volvo drove off from a
'-ition on South Main Street
with the nozzle still m its tank. The
driver had already paid for the
«i| the gas station is asking
that he pay for damages.
SUNDAY
1:33 a.m.
LavonneM. Hunter, 27. of
Perrysburg, was warned for (-1
■■i« ] and cited for disorderly
conduct outside a bar on North
Main'Street. Hunter was aslo
leave the bar. refused .ind started
screaming and
rort her out
of the bar when she became very
unco ;
: -hem.

2:55M.
A female flagged down an of Ficer tosaysb
le the Endzone bar.
9:59 p.m.
irdl [Lowell.40. of
Bowline;
pas ng. After
being,i •
i resi-

"

LAWN

MUSIC
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From Page 1

the bill to help cope with
increasing foreclosures in the
city, which can leave the property neglected.
Pawcett's legislation is part
of an ongoing effort to beautify
the city, including a landscaping
project on East Wooster Street.
That project, the result of an
anonymous donation, "is part
of the continuing effort to spice
up the entrance to the city," said
Mayor John Quinn.
Neil Munger, a representative of (he Wood County Park
District, appeared before the
council to announce the city
was granted a levy in order to
put safety netting at the baseball
field in Carter Park.
"We have had 18 years of
grant program." Munger said.
"Bowling Green has won 12
awards in the past totaling over
$51,000 in grant money."
The Wood County Park
District received $10,149 for the
safety netting at the park.

■

beim;
1
■

the tires of a

PILOT

.

MONDAY
8:45 a.m. to 7:14 p.m.
i ..it tpeople iithe
f town reported I
i- vandalized.
Sub.i' '
itx* buildings and ve' i ■
9:03 a jn.
V South Maple Street

.-over
.

tern was
ted at

stole'

:

.

9:14 a.m.
■

students become an instructor
directly after college.
Chief
Plight
Instructor
loan Kitchen believes that the
University's aviation program is
a great experience for students
both academically and socially.
"I think the Aviation Studies
Program makes people more
confident, more mature and
increases their sense of responsibility." Kitchen said.

■

.'.

*■

■
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A article in last weeks issue misstated

:■ ex on North
■

•

two doc
1 wo other doors wtiere found
■.
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swing Roughly 50 high school students come for a week al a time and leam the art of
music. Here students listen to then counselor during a small group rehearsal-

pate for being able to handle
the condensed workload thai
the camp puts on students
attending the camp.
The camp is nol just aboul
learning and developing skills.
"It is a lol for them to do, lo
leam new music and perform a
concert four days later." Kennel
said.
All of tlie work that goes into
tile camp has not stopped Students from across the nation
from attending the camp.
"I've had students come from
Texas, New York, and Chicago,"
Bunce said.

Students who have attend
ed the camp from other slates
include Abbie Brown, from
Eureka Springs High School in
Arkansas.
Brown learned about tbecamp
from a friend hack in Arkansas.
"My friend, who was also In
band, (old me about il. I le was

unfortunately unable lo attend."
Brown said
While some students have
come from other states to attend
the camp others, like Shawn
Burke, have decided lo rclum lo
the camp fell that the camp has
helped his abilities a great deal.

cally include nol only more

public information aboul the
use; officers and senators,
but also a list of topics being
addressed In USG meetings,
along with proposed deadlines for reson ins; the issues.
US(i hopes thai students
will use the Web site to keep
track ol issues their student
government is dealing with,
posslblj
Increasing
the
number ol people who participate in use's bi-weekl)
meetings!
"We reall) need to find a
u,i\ in inn American society
to emphasize democracy,"
Lewis said.
"I'm ina position to start il
here at the university, level,"
he said.

BGSU.

"Your On-Campus Health Care Provider'

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE
Health Center Building
> Care for Acute Illness/Injury

Men's Health Services

Billing ALL Insurance Plans

> Women's Health Services

> Nutrition Counseling

All Prescriptions Filled

> Confidential HIV Testing

> Wellness Connection

• Transfers from other pharmacies

> Alcohol Counseling
>TB Testing

Immunizations Routine& Travel

• Private physicians
• Urgent Care and Emergency Room
• Student Health Service

> Full Service PHARMACY
Most Major Drug Cards
Accepted

Low competitive prices
Convenient Location

president of academic affairs and interim
provost

■

I rbed

.

ONLINE: Read the full blotter

*^S online on our Web site

J0BDAN F10WER

LESSON: Besides the 0-Reg students on campus The Summer Music Institute is in lull

president of academic affairs, not the vice

The record for the most students
in a residence hall closet ms set

N

The sile would theoreti-

the title of a University official Mark
Gromko is the interim provost and vice

lamage.Not

Another proposed change

is to the USG Web site,

> Allergy Injections

Title was incorrect

■

...

for all of its actions."

Wellness Checkup

■

10:27 a.m.

should. II I can encourage
them to do thai I will show
the way government should
be: Il should be accountable

■

CORRECTION
■

From Page 1

From Page 2

•s of

■

tlie camp, knows that for the students attending the camp then'
is a lot of information that they
have to leam in a short period
of time.
"for a day we try to teach them
a semester's worth of recording
information." Bunce said.
Some instructors believe that
the compressed amount of time
places an emphasis on students
absorbing information quickly.
Richard Kennel, dean of the
college of musical arts, said that
despite tlie pressure placed on
students the result is worth the
time spent at the campus.
"At the end of each camp students will perfonn a concert for
their parents," Kennel sail
According to Bunce in order
to perform the concerts in
the recording camp students
must be committed to what
they are doing.
"Iwabout three days we record
songs lOhoursaday and we usually get 12-15 songs done In aboul
three days." Bunce said.
Kennel credits the commitment of those who partici-

USG

■IU freshmen students in 1979
in a 36 cubic foot closet on the
fourth floor of Dunbar Hall!

i

www.bgsu.edu/health

After Hours Self Care
guide available online
»«», bgsu.edu/seltcare

Call for appointment 372-2271 • Pharmacy: 372-7443

SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A

$50 VISA GIFT CARD

SIGN AN AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE MOVE
IN TODAY & PAY NO RENT UNTIL AUGUST

UNFURNISHED $299
UNFURNISHED $310
FURNISHED $324
FURNISHED $335
Stop by, take a tour, sign a lease and be entered
to win a 2008 spring break trip worth $500
"trip otter only valid at the Enclave II

*• ,
tt

two swimming pools two hot tubs two computer labs game room with two
flat screen TV's, a pool table, a foosball table, and air hockey table Large
fitness center lounge with two pool tables and a flat screen TV
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BBS

From Paqe 2

From Page 1

the Howling Green Paper
Company, which provides
paper products to companies,
and several other manufacturing companies.
The building currently is
divided to sup|K>rt about 10
businesses. 1 lowever, according to Taylor. Codding can put
in as many stores as he wants.
"It's possible to combine
spaces if necessary," Codding
said. Bach space within the
building varies in size from

and is sponsored by the Ohio
American legion. The nine-day
event is designed to teach BBS
attendees about city, county and
state government using a hands
-on approach, forming a mock
state. Each attendee has a specific
job in his city and eventually helps
to organize and construct an entire
state throughout the week.

1500 to 2,000 square feet
In addition to the working with Codding, potential
business owners can also get
help through the Community
I levelopment foundation.
The
Community
I )c\ elopment Foundation
gives interested clients an
inventory ofavailable sites and
buildings they might want to
locate in, including Codding's
property, according to Sue
(lai k, a representative from
the Community I )evelopment

1

SHAWNDAMI ',

GIVING BLOOD AT THE UNION
DRIVE: Knit) Clement prepares Lew Shouse to give blood last Wednesday at the

Foundation.

blood drive Everyone thai gave blood had was entered in a drawing to win i

"We can help them put
logcthcrthcirfmancing," Clark
said. "We also help administer
a revolving loan fund that the
c ily has for companies located
within the citv limits.'"

■ : i iod dnve will b" held on Aixjust ^lst in from 10 ■
pose Room of the Student Union This is a one-day drive for laculty. staff
andsti.o '

A perfect match

Chris Schmict. BBS counselor
and Case Western University law
student, is also grateful for die
University's hospitality.
"BGSIJ is really the perfect place
for BBS,'' Schmict said. "All of the
employees are extremely nice, the
ill II in-, are set up perfectly for the
program and the community support that comes out of Bowling
Green amazes me," he said.
Schmict has been a counselor
for several years and believes
BBS is extremely important for
the young men in helping them
to build leadership skills and
character.
"BBS forced me to come out of
my shell and become more confidant," Schmict said. "My favorite
part about being a counselor is
seeing these boys coming out of
their shells and iiccoming leaders
by the end of the week." he said.
Tokens of appreciation

You Want it? We Got it!
Available for Rent 2007-2008
HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
831 SCOTT HAMILTON, Unit #A -2 Bedrooms

629 ELM STREET - 3 Bedrooms

5790 per month plus utilities; $790 deposit
Washer and dtyer
Limit 4 cars
Lease to 5/3/08

5850 per month plus utilities; 5850 deposit
Tenants have use of garage
Washer, dryer and air conditioning
Limit 3 cars
Lease to 5/3/08

830-830'2 SCOTT HAMILTON - 3 Bedrooms
5905 per month; 5905 deposit ■ 2 baths, air conditioning • Limit 4 cars
Lease to 5/3I'08

HOUSES AVAILABLE AUGUST 16,2007
422 CLOUGH ST. - 2 Bedrooms

1745 LIMERICK COURT. - 2 Bedrooms

5470 per month plus utilities; 5470 deposit

S850 per month plus utilities; 5850 deposit
2 baths, one car garage
All appliances including washer and dryer
Limit 2 cars
Lease to 8/16/07-8/9/08

Limit 2 cars
Lease to 8/16/07-8/9/08

714 EIGHTH, #A - 2 Bedroom duplex
S680 pet month plus utilities; 5680 deposit

Darell Bishop, a BBS commissioner of 16 years, enjoys watching
some of the 1,400 delegates adapt
and gain leadership throughout
die week.
Commissioners are American
I £gion members who are assigned
numerous jobs throughout the
BBS program and also work yearround to organize the program.
"The most rewarding part of my
job here at BBS happens when
the program has ended and a few
weeks later 1 get a few letters in my
mailbox thanking me for helping
the boys have such a good time
and learning experience at BBS,"
Bishop said. "All the work I put
into the nine day program at BBS
is worth receiving just one of those
letters," he said.
Not only were the boys'gratitude
noteworthy when it came to writing letters, it also became evident
on Thursday evening when all
the BBS delegates displayed dieir
appreciation for Congressional
Medal of HonorVVinner. Maj. Gen.

JORDAN FIOWIR I THE BG NEWS
SWORN IN: Buckeye Boys State congressmen are sworn in by Associate Ohio Justice
Robert Cupp during during last week's boys state. Nearly 1.500 boys moved into the
Harshman and Knescher dorms last week to set up their own government.

"BGSU is really the perfect place for BBS.
All of the employees are extremely nice, the
dorms are set up perfectly for the program
and the community support that comes out
of Bowling Green amazes me."
Chris Schmict | Buckeye Boys State counselor

happiness at attending BBS and
meeting new friends.
"I really enjoyed getting to know
some great guys here this week
and I think this has been a great
learning experience," Garber said.

Fatrick Brady.
'When Brady was introduced
as the medal winner and leading advocate for the Citizens Flag
Alliance the delegates each waved
a Hag and gave Brady a right hand
salute," Etcher said. "The flag is
an especially nice gesture because
Brady is pushing for the constinitional amendment against flag
desecration." he said.

An opportunity to give back

Not. only was this a learning
experience for the delegates but
also a loving experience for the
commissioners.
"I think it's important for people to know that all the commissioners are here as volunteers for
the nine day program," Bishop
said. "The commissioners are
here out of love for their country
and a love for teaching these
boys, but a lot of these commissioners are elderly men and
its really important for us to get
more volunteers into the program," he said.
"It's one of the few things I
hope to see change within the
next few years for the BBS program," Bishop said.
Few other improvements and
changes were suggested by the
delegates, counselors and commissioners.
"The only thing I would ever
change about BBS is the 90
degree weather," Schmict said.

Attention to detail

While big events an' an important part of the learning process
at BBS, small duties don't go
unnoticed.
lacob Garber, a BBS delegate from Lorain, Ohio, knew
smaller positions were just as
important when trying to run a
functional state.
'
"1 choose to be a county engineer because I still got to campaign
like some of the bigger political figures but I have a smaller role in the
community," Garber said. "I realty
enjoy designing and mapping out
roadways, ditches and bridges
because you don't think about
these things as being important
until you get here at BBS and you
are in charge of an entire city's
basic layout," he said.
Garber also expressed his

614 FOURTH ST. -3 Bedrooms

Limit 2 cars

DORM DeCOR

5840 per month plus utilities; 5840 deposit
Washer and dryer
Limit 3 cars
Lease to 8/16/07-8/9/08

Lease to 8/16/07-8/9/08

1 2

140 ' MANVILLE 2 Bedrooms
S540 per month plus utilities; $540 deposit
limit 2 cars
Lease to 8/16/07-8/9/08

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN AVE. - Across from Offenhauer
Furnished with full bath. Assigned parking and laundry in building
School Year S395/ One Year - $365

- <J

1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Turn, or Unfurn., One bath.
School Yeat - $395
One Year $350

839 SEVENTH STREET

vv~v\

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year • $460
One Year- $395

810-815 FOURTH STREET

725 NINTH STREET -PetsAllowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year $455
One Year- $390

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year $435
One Year $370

Just chill and relax...
Bookstore has got you covered.

your

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - $385 / One Year

$350

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

Mini Fridge
Counter-high compact refrigerator has a
3.2 cu. ft. capacity with push button defrost.
reversible door hinge, scratch resistant
worktop, and full width freezer with
ice cube tray. Available in black or white finish.

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year $620
OneYear-$520

Unfurnished, 1 1/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - $630
One Year $530
402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year $590
One Year $490

J

154M

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year $650
One Year-$540

505 CLOUGH- Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - $630
OneYear-$530

PETS ALLOWED AT
PETS ALLOWED with a $250
nonrefundable pet deposit in the
following buildings:

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year $565
One Year-$475

403 High Street
640 Eighth Street
725 Ninth Street
825 Third Street
841 Eighth Street
733,755,777Manville

521 E. MERRY - Near Offenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - $655
One Year $565

Color Cube
1.7 cu. ft. capacity refrigerator/freezer
with full slide-out wire shelf. Half-width
freezer with ice cube tray. Adjustable
thermostat with manual defrost. Available
in orange, blue, pink, red and green.

Furnished or Unfurnished for Same
Water, Sewer, Trash are FREE

99

$0.0.95
I | J
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NEWLOVE
£W SdtaU, Inc.
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$10995
A minimal number erf wit lofting bedt in Hanhman/K/etihef Quads
mayontybe'S'long.
For complete detail., visit wwwbgsu«du/omceVWre*We/pa9r7Ql 34 html
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319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across From Taco Bell)
Rental Office: 419-354-2260
Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

'We've got a place for everyone!'

Black aluminum futon provides
a comfortable space for studying and
for guests. Easy-to-operate sliding
mechanism converts the two position frame from a sofa to a bed.
Easy to assemble. Measures 35"high, 78.375" wide, and 39"deep.

Order yours by August 3,2007,
All items meet BGSU Office of Residence Life requirements
Payments must be made at the time of order.

For all inquiries, please call 419.372.7123 or e-mail us at bgstufftabgsu.edu
u M

Your University.

V E R S I T V

bookstore

I
Your Store
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PULSE UPDATE
CURRENT EVENTS
Toledo Rocks III:
The Finale

ALBUM
REVIEWS

Fighting cancer one level at a time

Doors open at 8 p.m. at

THE NEXT LEVEL

Headliners. featuring bands

If you are interested in
donating your unused power,
or would like more information on the projects mentioned, here are the Web
sites for each organization.

such as We are the Fury,
Once Over and Rediscover.
$6 in advance $8 at the door
I JUNE 23

■ SETI@home (http;//
setiathome.berkeley.
edu/) - Help in the
search for extraterrestrial intelligence
■ FoldingGPhome (http://
folding.stanford.edu/)
- Help donate power to
find a cure for cancer
■ The Conservation Fund
(http://www.conservationfund.org/) - Help
conserve and save the
earth, one tree at a time

The Toledo Zoo
Go see the adorable polar
bear cubs everyone has been
talking about! Tickets are
$10 for adults and the Zoo is

"GRANDVILLE
WHAT MATT THINKS:' ..lifomia natives
GranoVnle, are a group t h.n maybe you haven t
heard of yet Then Wend ol pop ish nxt is remi
nrscent of a Christian rock group Thci ■ ■■■
album is 10 tracks of self-descnbed "powerpop."
thai -it tunes can be quite pleasurable but Lttks
a* a whole.
The first track. "Follow." is a great miioduction
tradf with a driving percussion and I.1
attacks the idea of conformity
l ; it'nd'lads the intensity of "Follow"
with lyrics that are a rxl jumbled and music that
sounds like they ir? trying too hard "Deliver
is a song that shows the band at its best The
musicianship is siiong with a great piano
composition and meaningful lyrics with a great
delivery, proving to be the best song of the
serf titled afcum "Ultra Violer" doesn t live up
to the e'pectations from LVWi lyiically. but
the unique musical composition is worth a listen
"Ghost" is slow, lacking surprises with lyrics
that attempt to be a spiritual The ne*t tracks
"Thiowaway" and "Lips, sound like a hand afra*d
to take risks, sounding like any mainstream band
on the radio with fluffy lyrics and eilremely
polished music.'While You Were Sleeping, on
the oilier Kind is quirky and fun and sometimes
laughable, but once aga*i lacks m the music. "I
Wonder" is another fun track with happy-go
lucky musk and one of tfie best vocal deliveries
that the album has to offer The final track
Lovers & Madmen is the first attempt for
the band to rock, and it shows them sounding
awkward >'
The album isn t necessarily bad. but is something that is easily be forgotten as it lacks originality as the band stiuggles to find their own
sound. Good effort by the boys from G'andville.
but maybe next time they can throw a few more
I more law
Matt Manning

open from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Wood County
Historical Museum

DUN WHIIE I THE BG NEWS

Check out the unique history
of Wood County through
LAUREN BUTTS
PULSE COLUMNIST

exhibits of clothing, equipment, photographs, and even
severed fingers. A donation
of $4 is suggested, and the
Museum is open from 9:30
a.m. - 4:30 p.m. (Tue. - Fit).
1 p.m. - 4 p.m. (Sat. and Sun.)

Crosby Festival
of the Arts
View a huge selection of
artwork at the Toledo
Botanical Garden.
| JUNE 22-24

UPCOMING
EVENTS
Seymore Saves the
World Concert
Seymore Saves the World

<J>

Howard's CluhH | JUNE 27

Love Muffin
Records Concert
Drago. Mindscape. Tilt 360.
Downtown Daggers and

Would you have ever imagined
ill.ii one day a Sony Playstation
would help find a cure for can
cert Mow about that your computer's screensavet would one
day search for extraterrestrial
intelligence on Mars?
The (nought
of mini
Playstation controllers battling
cancer cells and giant screensavers fighting off Martians
seems like something out of
a science fiction movie. But
what if there was some truth
beh i nd l he idea of a I'laystat ion
finding a cure for cancer? Or
screensavers detecting life on
another planet?
Recently, researchers have
been using technology and its
massive audience to help belter the world we live in. Often
times our generation feels the
need to excuse our reliability on technology as if it were
something to be ashamed of.
But what if all of this gaming on
Playstation and surfing on the
Web is actually beneficial?
Now, before all of you

Playstation owners start to pal
yourself on the back, let me
explain exactly how researchers are benefiting from your
unused Internet connections.
1 or years, there have been
distributed computing projects that allow computer owners to donate unused computer time to various causes.
A common one, as well as
the very first of these projects, is called SKTI^home.
SI. IK" home is a scientific
experiment thai uses Internetconnected computers in the
"Search for Rxtraterreslrial
Intelligence" (SETI).
By participating, PC owners can run a free program
thai downloads and analyzes
radio telescope data through
your computer's screensaver.
Dr. Karen Stine, a professor of
Biology at Ashland University
has used SEXIffhome and commented on the experience.
"I always thought it was pretty cool thai my computer could
search for extraterrestrial life
while 1 was not using it," Stine
said. "I think it is a great thing
that they are doing, and I was
happy to participate."
Sounds pretty crazy, but
SITK" home has inspired main
other corporations. Almost like
donating money to a cause.

"I always thought it was pretty cool that my
computer could search for extraterrestrial
life while I was not using it."
Karen Stine | Professor of Biology and Toxicology at Ashland Univei
you can donate your unused
computer power to a variety of
causes.
Sony has recently teamed
up with a projeel known as
l'oldingH'honie.l:olding("'bome
is an organization at Stanford
University that has been connecting to unused Internet
sources in hopes to produce
enough power to fold proteins.
Scientists believe thai breaking down proteins will lead to
finding cures for certain types
of cancers.
"When proteins don't fold correctly they can sometimes lead
to diseases," Stine said. Stine
explained further, that folding
a protein can be compared to
knitting a sweater.
"1 always explain to my students that the siring of amino
acids, which make up a protein,
is like a piece of yarn and protein folding is the sweater made
from the yarn," she explained.
Because ihere are thousands
of amino acids in one protein.

things can gel pretty complicated when attempting to
manipulate proteins. In order
to fold a protein, a large amount
of power must be created. This
is a number so large thai even
the world's most effective super
computers can not produce it.
This is where Playstation comes
into the picture.
Playstation owners can
donate their unused playing
time to FoldingHiomc by simply installing a feature thai
allows folding!!'home to use
their unused power. According
to lolding^home.com, the
unused power is expected t<>
reach speeds of one pelaflop.
or 1.000 trillion calculations
per second.
Kimberry Otzman. of corporate communications at
Sony Computer Entertainment
America, was thrilled to hear
that BGSU students were
becoming familiar with the
See GAMES | Page 8

Burden @ Hi Fi (Lakewood.
Ohio) | JUNE SO

■ Queens of the Stone Age
■ Grade | A-

Silver Surfer helps new 'Fantastic 4' film bypass original

Acute Concert
Acute @ Headliners (Toledo)

| JULY 14

THE BG NEWS'
NOT NEWS BLOG
Looking for Socks
Take a look at the first BG
News Comic this summer.

I'm a Pepper!
A man bound to a wheelchair gets his chair stuck to
the front grill of a semi and
'goes for a ride? Fact or
Fiction? Voice your opinion
on the Not News Blog.

By Joe Mor«hart
Reporter
"fantastic 4: Rise of the Silver
Surfer" is far better than the first
Fantastic 4 film.
The first half hour, however,
is intolerable pain to the senses
and the mind. It goes on and
on with cheesy family drama
aboul the marriage of Sue
Storm (Jessica Alba) and Reed
Richards (Loan (iruffuddl that
only brings back the insufferable torture that was seen in the
first "Fantastic 4."
Once it finally gets into Silver
Surfer, it definitely picks itself
up a bit. Silver Surfer (bodied by Doug Jones from Pan's
Labyrinth and voiced by
Laurence lishburnel, is a very

entertaining villain to watch.
While working as a mindless servant to the evil planetdestroying Calat lus. Sue Storm
shows him thai he still has a
choice to serve evil or to serve
good. This dearly is a reference
to the planet-destroying problems that are all over the media
today, (iiven that this is coining
from a sequel to the unfantastic
4 original, it definitely oversteps
itself on this issue. I like the
effort, but leave the big issues lo
the good writers.
Another area overstepped is
Reed Richards glorifying nerds
over jocks. I think with the
number of comic hook movies
in comparison to the number
of football movies lo come out
in recent years, the statement

made in this movie has been
said plenty of times already.
Both nerds and jocks are useful
in their own ways, so maybe a
comic hook movie writer is not
the most objective expert on
the subject.
Then, of course is the complete lack of integrity from these
film makers as they devote
about five percent of their
script to product placement.
Dodge's "Does thai thing got a
llemi?" actually makes it into
the dialogue, and many other
brands are shamelessly filtered
in throughout. 1 can't complain
too much aboul this annoyance
though, because most of the
increased budget for this one
goes to making Galactus and
Silver Surfer look quite good,

ERAVULGARIS"

and they are the reason this one
is better than the first.
However, while they look
good, lessica Alba with blue
eyes just looks unsuitable and
almost freaky. And given that
the only reason she can still
score acting jobs is because
of her looks, she falls Into the
background very quickly.
This movie tries very hard to
be a good role model for the
young PO crowd that will go
see it. However, for the older
group that still goes to see it, this
just seems incredibly childish
and cheesy. Luckily, if the second group is able to bear aboul
45 minutes of this, they do gel
aboul 45 minutes of good action
and special effects.
Grade: C

WHAT DAVE THINKS:, i^vnsofthe
Stone Age want you to dance or be terrified'
The seemingly endless slides up and down
the fretboard m" Twrwig On The Screw" are
as heavy as anything Queens have done, but
without lurking in the lowef registers lie past
albums It's like they want ,-ai to smile as you
thrash around
On the other hand, when frontman Josh
Homme calmly croons "Run. pig. run/Here I
come" as the band thunders along, you want
to cower m fear as fie gets ready to strike
you down
Queens latest. "Era Vulgans." is Ml of these
kinds of contradictions.
The falsetto and chtrwig guitars during the
chorus of 'is & 7s" are inviting, but canceled
out by the quid spiral into a dark, crashing and
reverb filled bridge
"Into The Hollow' is cabi. but followed by the
rhythms of "Misfit love and 'Battery Acid."
SeeQ0TSA|Page8
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Relax...We Got YoiTCovered

Management Inc.
WAryw.meccabg.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2007/2008 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork and other info to make
your search easier.

• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2007-2008
Stop by office for listing!

1045N Mam Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419 353 5800
info@meccabg.com

P
>
>
>
>

Two Swimming Pools
High Speed Internet Included
Air Conditioning
Plenty of Parking
1 &2 Bedroom Apts.

> Private Shuttle Included
> Heat & Water Included
> 24 Hr Maintenance
> 3 Laundromats

OFFICE:
PHONE:
EMAIL:
HOURS:

400 E.Napolean Rd
419 352 9HS
winthrop«igerdt,n«h com
Mon Fri 9am Spin
Sal I Oam 2pm
Sun 12 noon Jpm

PULSE
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In a sens*1, when buying a
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"It is great to see

Playstation system, one can say

From Page 7
Foldings home project.
"Il is great to see Howling
Green students active in the
Folding^ home community."
Otzman said. I look forward
to additional students joining
the HO.IXX) PS3 users worldwide
who have already downloaded
the FOlding€ home program."
She
encourages
more
to participate by describing I oldingHiome as an
"instrumental force in helping researchers at Stanford
University pursue their noble
goals."

they have contributed to the
fight for a cure. Not a bad way
to persuade mom and dad to
splurge on that Playstation t
this year.
In the spirit of giving back.
Dell has joined forces with
The Conservation Fund and
Carbonlund.org to better educate the public about the dangers of climate change.
Thanks to the help of these
non-profit organizations, Dell
has added a special "Plant a
I ree lor Me" feature to purchasing a I )ell Computer Or product.
For an additional charge. Dell
offers oni' planted (ree for every

Bowling Green
students active in
the Folding@home
community."
Sony
Dell product purchased.
Not only are these fantastic
ways lot Sony and Dell to
help increase customer loyally as well as company sales,
but it is making a difference
with results that are beneficial to all.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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From Page 7
machine gun We in their aulomaiicity
But who cares' The band still rocks harder
than practically anybody else, no matter how
many knots they twist themselves into
Hornmes lyrics, meanwhile, are ful of more
disdain than ever and more deady so
"My generations for sale/Beats a steady job." he
gups in "I'm Designer"
Sometimes he skips the pretense of finding a
narrative fo* his imagery altogether and just lists
them off "Robots robots/Brainwashed babies/
Blood from a leech/Spoken rabies,' he fires off
m "Battery Acid." before teJImg us. as the band
slows |usl for a minute. "There* no trung you can
say/You cant wish me away"
Sounds good to me.
• Dave Henera
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Applications threaten the simple style of Facebook
By Brittany Abvijon

CHAMPAIGN.III.—Slideshows,
wish lists, cute puppiesand profile tracking are re-making the
face of Facebook. Previously,
Facebook gave users the ability to poke someone, but now
users can bite, hug, sucker
punch or tickle not only their
friends but any Facebook user.
With more than 200 new applications added to Facebook.
users have reacted different!)
all over the Internet.
Although Facebook did not
develop all 219 applications,
they have allowed corporations such as Forbes, Mike and
lord Models to launch applications through Facebook.
A new application called
"Lending Club" enables users
to get a small loan from the
Facebook community, fully
online, at the lowest possible
rate.
But the new applications
have stirred up a large amount
of users who disagree with the
relevance of many new functions and feel a violation of privacy with others.
John Mikolay. junior, misses
the old layouts and functions
of Facebook that he enjoyed
using because he knew all his
Facebook friends personally.
Me claims the Facebook frenzy began when it branched
out to everyone; it was previously only available to college
students.
Now. instead of seeing foe
Somebody (Ulllinois), I see
loe Schmoe (No Network),"
Mikolay said. "It was that precious bit of elitism that everyone worked so hard for."
The addition of the general
publicand the new applications
have caused many users to find
Facebook strikingly similar to
Tom Anderson's MySpace.
"When Facebook lets a person change their background
to a color or design that makes
reading their page virtually
impossible, they'll be close
to the exact same thing |as

MySpacel," Mikolay said.
Although his disapproval of
the"new" Facebookhascaused
him to avoid adding applications to his profile. Mikolay
admits he would mil actually
delete his entire account.
"In the end, if my friends
aren'tcompletely annoyed b) it.
I guess I really can't be either,"
he said. "It's still a decent way
to gel in touch and slay in touch
with people, despite becoming
ever more annoying."
Mick'Yela Vlcdee, junior,
has created a group titled
"Facebook has none too far" to
voice her opinions of the newapplications.
This group is restricted to
University of Illinois students.
McGee has a MySpace and
Facebook account but insists
thai the two are so similar that
she feels the need to delete one

of them.
One of the new applications,
called Irak/or. lets users track
who views their profiles, and
lets others track who you view.
Without proper understanding, this application appears
to be a hum' violation of privacy, and something Facebook
previously promised would
never happen.
"Whoever views my profile
and the profiles I view should
be private information. In
some way I can see how il can
be helpful, but il is also an invasion of privacy." McGee said.
"Hut where does it end and who
is monitoring those that are
monitoring the monitors? It's
a never-ending cycle thai will
eventually deprive us of our
inalienable rights granted by
the U.S. Constitution.''
All profile-tracking aside,
there seem to be endless quirky
additions that any user can find
to personalize.
Christina Bino, sophomore
at Concordia University, admits
that her Facebook addiction
has tripled ever since they
added applications, and she is
part ofa global Facebook group
that says just that.
Hi no has added several

applications to her own pro
file including graffiti. Piknic,
games, il.ike. laceOII, slideshows, quizzes, Hot or Not, X
Me, (fliiff)P'riends, top friends,
free gifts and Honesty Box.
While some of these include
graphics or games similar to
MySpace, the Honesty Box
application allows users to
anonymously send messages
lo their friends while removing any inhibitions and letting
people be completely honest This application is used
by 360,297 Facebook account
holders worldwide.
MySpace is known for its top
friends list, an area on every
user's page where they can
select their "top friends" to
display for everyone that views
their page. Now, Facebook has
cloned this feature through
Well sites such a~ Slide. Inc.
and lop Friends. These applications allow close to three
million users to choose up to
99 of their friends to display
on their profiles along with
pictures and nicknames for
each one.
"Putting applications aside,
Facebook is still more personal
and private and I prefer it a
lot more than MySpace." Bino
said. "I feel (hat applications
haven't changed the appeal
of Facebook at all. The only
disadvantage I can think of is
the amount of time I spend, or
waste, on the Web site."
Murtz laffer hates Facebook
applications. As chief content
officer and TV editor for insideimpulse.com, former producer at Fnlertainment Tonight
Canada, and reporler for the
Toronto Sun, he has been
regarded as the world's foremost reality television expert
because of his ability to predict, analyze and map out how
programs will go.
laffer created an anti-application group because he was
fed up with seeing programs
that Facebook did not authorize pop up on all of his friends'
pages, laffer uses Facebook to
stay in touch with business

Whoever views
my profile and
the profiles I view
should be private
information. In some
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so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
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of privacy."
Mick'Yela McGee I Student
contacts and he liked how private and professional it was.
"I think thai the inclusion of
all of the applications turned
it into an online playground
for children, and if I wanted
that, I would have just stuck to
MySpace," he said.
Now that Facebook is widely
available to the public, many
users find the new applications
childish.
"I think all of them are
designed forteenagers. Graffiti?
Fortune cookies? Music sharing? You can get all of these on
your own. They do not need
to be attached to Facebook,"
laffer said.
Many users find extra
applications providing links
lo pictures, videos and sound
clips unnecessary when their
favorite presidential candidate, political views, favorite
bands and current top movies can already be provided
in the basic information of
every profile.
"The
reason
Facebook
has been so successful is
because it was so different
from {MySpacej," laffer said.
"I believe that all of the new
applications that Facebook
has allowed are just designed
to make the site more like
MySpace and I do not understand why they felt this was
necessary."
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Students honest about cheating
By Dionne Moore
U-WIRE
LONG BEACH, Calif. — Students
admit to being "academically dishonest," according a survey conducted by Collegellumor.com, a
popular Web site thai features
humorous columns and multimedia features of general interest
to college-age students.
(lollegcl lumor.com collected
29,176 replies for an online survey about cheating at school.
The survey revealed tli.it people
cheat, with an alarming GO percent of the participants admitting to cheating. Only 19.4 percent of them reported to have
been caught.
A small, unscientific poll
conducted at California State
University-Long Beach suggested students cheat al a higher
rate than die national average
reported by Collegellumor.com,
with 7.r> percent of the students
in the poll admitting to cheating
at some point in their academic
careers.
Melinda Patlon, a sophomore
undeclared student, said the

staiisiic Isn't all that surprising.
Hie smarter you are the more
you cheat," Patton said, "and
California has the best colleges."
The results were closer
between the iwo surveys when
Students were asked if they fell

bad about cheating.
On (JillegeHumor.com. of the
people who (heated, approximately 73 percent said they felt
no remorse. Poll results for the
same category at CSUI.B were
80 percent
Pation said she thinks students
now are a "generation of lazy
people" who have the technology
to cheat. JWfe have the Internet; it
even leaches you bow to."
Alex Sanjuan, a senior journalism major, said the rate of sludents who feel no remorse for
cheating is high because cheating isn't taken I hat seriously and
it isn't viewed as immoral.
However, college professors have reason not to be loo
alarmed. While 7f> percent of
students polled at CSUI.B said
they cheated in high school, only
15 percent admitted to cheating
in college.

on Your 1st Month's Rent

Wednesday, June 20 ■ 8:00 am-5:30 pm
Thursday, June 21 ■ 8:00 am-5:30 pm
Friday, June 22 ■ 8:00 am-4:00 pm

Houses for Rent:
H9Troup
^
225 Lehman
247 Summit
702 Sixth
702'/; Sixth

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
71)2 Third St.
83° fourth St.

Am
agement

Located outside the University Bookstore First Floor Entrance

( liar lislovv n Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Your University. Your Store.
UNIVERSITY

bookstore
AT THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION ■ 419-372-7123 OR TOLL-FREE 668-517-9706

K
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is also an invasion

Sign Up This Summer to Save $100

Sell us your used books,
no matter where you purchased them.

Z

Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG

352-4380
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Manuel returns to Jacobs Field
for first time since leaving Tribe

Indy comes to Ohio

By Tom With.rn
The Associated Press

JORDAN FLOWER
NO PLACE LIKE HOME: Sam Hornish Jr. comes around one ol the 13 turns at the Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course in Lexington. Ohio Hornish and the IndyCat Series held an open test last
week- m preparation for next month's Honda 200. The Honda 200 will be the first time the IndyCar Series has raced at Mid-Ohio in the road course's 46-year history

Mid-Ohio to host racing's elite
By Chays* Held
Sports Editor
The IndyCar Series is coming to
Ohio, in case you didn't know.
And now thai the top drivers
of the series have had a day to
test the 2.25-mile. 13-turn road
course at the Mid-Ohio Sports.
Car Course, luly's Honda 200
has local fans of open-wheel racing thrilled to have the IndyCar
Series in the Buckeye state.
"No. 1, everybody seems very
excited to have us back here."
said Danica Patrick, a member
of the Andrctti Green Racing
team. Patrick currently occupies
seventh place in the 2007 driver
point standings.
"Everybody is wanting autographs. They're excited. They
brought their kids out. so it's
obviously a great thing to come
back here. We always want to
be places where we're wanted."
she added.
But it's not just the fans of the
IndyGir Series that can't wait
for the event in Lexington, Ohio.

located approximately 90 miles
southeast of Bowling Green. It's
also the drivers themselves.
lake defending and threetime (2001. 2002, 20061 IndyCar
Series champion Sam Hornish
lr., for example.
As a child, the Defiance, Ohio
native wasa spectator at eventsat
Mid-Ohio with dreams of someday being able to race what he
considers one of t he best courses
he has ever been involved with.
"For me, it's one of the best
race courses in the United
States and I think it ranks up
l here with all the places I've ever
driven at," Hornish said. "|My)
first real memory of this track
was the early 90s. I came down
here for a qualifying day with
my Had. We sat across from pit
row but I was too little to see
r >ver everybody else, so I sat on
(op of the fence the whole day. I
just watched the cars go by and
thinking how cool that would
be to someday drive there."
I lornish.ofcourse.hasfulfilled
that dream along with carrying

his coaching career (1993-98)
at Western Illinois where he
coached linebackers, was the
recruiting coordinator and
assistant strength coach.

SPORTS
BRIEFS
:RCF^

Football names new
linebackers coach
BGSU football coach Greg
Brandon has added Deion
Melvin to his staff for the 2007
season.
Melvin, who spent last season as the running backs coach
at Georgia Southern University,
will coach BG's linebackers
beginning immediately.
Before GSl), Melvin served
as an assistant and defensive
coordinator at Missouri State
for seven seasons. Melvin began

,he

Hockey's Kantola
ranked as top 20 NCAA
prospect
BGSU hockey player Kai
Kantola has been named as the
19th best NCAA hockey prospect by hockeysfuture.com for
the upcoming National Hockey
l-eague Draft set for lune 22-23
in Columbus, Ohio.
The Raleigh, N.C. native,
who would be a sophomore
next season, played in 36
games in 2006-07, finishing
with five goals and six assists

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!
ckeye Studios
Stu

Summer, semester, or year leases
Lowes $425 per month
Includes all uW -ties

Stove, fridge, microwave, 25" TV
Full cable W/H80 - S2G7montti

the hopes of his hometown fans
that frequent his races whenever
they are within driving distance.
The IndyCar Series makes
multiple stops that are within
a three-hour drive of I Inrnish's
hometown. Along with the
Honda 200, the series makes
three stops in Michigan, one at
Chicago and the Indianapolis

500.
This fanfare is something (hat
Hornish has become accustomed to, but with the race in his
own state, success at Mid-Ohio
would be something of special
importance.
"We're used to having a lot
of hometown fans there with
races within driving distance. So
if people want to watch a race
they're going to go that distance,"
Hornish said, "ft lie Honda 200|
is really different, as far as being
a race in Ohio and a place that
has as much tradition as this
does. 1 obviously look forward to
coming here."
Success at Mid-Ohio will not
come easy for Hornish, however,

JORDAN F10WF.R
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LOOKING FOR NUMBER ONE:
IndyCar Series driver Danica Patrick talks
with the media last week at Mid-Ohio
Sports Car Course. Patrick is still m search of
her first career victory in the series.

as results of the IndyCar Series'
open test last week showed.
Indy 500 champion Dario
FranchittJ topped the chart with
a lap of I minute, 7.(*«>7 seconds
(120.UI0 mphl on the recently
repaved
course.
Ilornish's
See INDY I Page 10

CI.F.VF.FANF) - With a few
gawking Phillies surround
ing him, Charlie Manuel
pointed to the spot where
Mark McGwire dented the
Budweiser sign in left field at
lacobs Field and recalled the
time Big Mac nearly put one
into the street.
Philadelphia's
manager
remembered towering homers by Albert Belle, long ones
by Inn Thome and Cleveland's
miraculous comeback in 2001.
against Seattle, when the
Indians overcame a 12-run
deficit.
"I ran out of players." Ma nuel
joked. "That's the only reason
we won. I couldn't make any
more moves."
Fond memories of great hitters and great games flooded
back to Manuel on Monday
as he returned to Cleveland
for the First time since he was
fired as the Indians manager
in 2002.
Manuel spent nearly 15
years with the Indians —
many as the club's beloved hit
ting coach — before replacing
Mike Hargrove as manager in
2000.
But midway through his
third season. Manuel hastened his own firing when he
demanded to know if he was
going to return for the following season. General manager Mark Shapiro answered
Manuel by letting him go.
Manuel, on the hot seat in
Philadelphia all season, said
he has no regrets about the
way he handled the matter.
"I think there are some
things that 1 could have done
different." he said. "But at the
same time, you've got to stand
up for yourself and that's w hat
I did because it was something
I had to do. 1 had to get my
point across."
At the time of his dismissal, the 63-year-old Manuel
didn't know if he'd ever manage again. But after serving
for two seasons as a special
assistant to then-Phillies (,\l
I el Wade, Manuel took over as
Philadelphia's manager before
the 2005 season.
He won 17:1 games his First
two seasons, but was feeling

I In - heat alter 3-10 stall this
season and a well-document
ed run-in with a Philadelphia
area radio personality. But
lies still around, and that's
Manuel.
Good ol'Charlie. Maybe the
only manager in the majors
who lists as one ol his hobbies:
talking baseball.
Manuel can't worry about
what others think ol his man
aging style, and he'll nevei
second guess himself aboul
anything
"Sometimes
what
you
do is what you do," he said
channeling Yogi Berra. "Why
should I ever go back and
wonder what I did.
Manuel was an important
member of Cleveland's coach
ing stall when the Indians
made two World Series and
dominated the A I. Central.
Manuel became close friends
with Thome and he was one of
the people who didn't cower
when Belle was near.
With a potent offense
that included Kenny Lofton,
Mann)
Ramirez,
Fddie
Murray, Hininc and Belle, the
Indians didn't just beat teams
— they pounded them,
"We had a perfect balance,'
Manuel said. "We had speed
We had switch hitters, we had
Hall ol I amers. We had singlrs
hitters, powet hitlers."
PRONK siis \c\i\: rravis
Hafner, homerless in |une,
and in a prolonged slump,
got a second straight da) "II
on Monday as the Indians
opened a three-game series
against Phillies left-hander
Cole llainels.
Hafner, who is just 5 for-30
in his past eight games, also
sat on Sunday.
Manager Eric Wedge felt it's
a good time to give Ins 1)11 a
menial health break. Hafner
has just one homer in his last
lH games, three in his past 29
and he entered Monday with a
,262 average.
Wedge senses Hafher's frus
(ration at not producing up to
his standards.
" I he best thing about ii is we
have a long wa) to go," Wedge
said. Thai's one thing about
great hitters like rravis, you
know they are going to come
around. Hopefully a couple
days off will help him.'

as a forward for the Falcons.

Lefeld receives MAC
honor
Matt Lefeld, who finished
his playing career as a BGSU
basketball player in 2006-07,
was the recipient of the MidAmerican Conference's Bob
lames Memorial Scholarship.
I'he Bob lames Memorial
Scholarship is awarded to one
male and one female studentathlete in the conference who
have achieved a minimum
grade-point average of 3.5 and
have excelled in demonstrating good character, leadership
and citizenship. Winners of the
scholarship receive a SI.000
post-graduate scholarship.

Tiger welcomes cub into the family
By Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press
OAKMONT.Pa.—lackNicklaus
figures at least one of his major
championship records is safe.
Tiger Woods left Oakmont
having squandered another
chance to win a major while
playingin the last group, unable
to make but one birdie in the
final round ol the U.S. Open
despite having a short iron for
his approach to the green on a
half-dozen occasions.
The next opportunity —
maybe — will be at Carnoustie
for the British Open, where he is

the two-time defending chain
pion. If he does show up, it will
be his first major as a fat her. 11 is
wife.-F.lin, gave birth Monday to
a daughter, Sam Alexis Woods.
"Both Elin and Sam are
doing well and resting peacefull)"." Woods wrote on his Web
site — http://www.tigerwoods.
com.
Nicklaus had his first child
when he was an amateur, so
he won all 18 majors with
children.
"I think that Irccordl is probably in pretty good shape,"
Nicklaus said earlier this year.
The magic number has

always been 18 for Woods, who
effectively launched his assault
on the Nicklaus benchmark
when he won foul straight
majors ending with the .'mil
Masters, giving him siv at age
25. and he hasn't hit loo mam
dr\ spells since then.
Ibis is not one ol them.
Sunday at Oakmont was Ins
fourth straight major in the
Final group, an incredible stat is
tic that gets forgotten because
the U.S. Open was his second
straight major as a runner up.

Almost as Impressive as the
SeeTIGER|PagelO

Rise Above High-Risk Drinking,
Most BGSU students are.
• 89.2% of BGSU students do not let alcohol
use affect their academic performance.

Outdoor pool use

Laundry facHt

rock Village
Beautiful ranch style axrdomitiiums
S650/month p/us u (litres
Wether and dryer net* up
Oust tenants diSirnd
1 or 2 Bedroom

Excellent location for BOSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal.
Jacuzzi tub in some units
DemOffice in some units
Central air
^ijDDim

19-354-0070

WAW

• 98.7% of BGSU students do not use
alcohol daily, however, 45.8% of BGSU students
think that students use alcohol daily at BGSU.

sfianitocVvilla'jecorHJ^tniurris.con1

The BGSU high-risk drinking rate has decreased
3.3% since 2002 and 5.6% since 2000.
Brought to you by the Wellness Connection, Student Health Service, and NCAA BIG Choices
Data taken from the 2(106 ACI1A Health Assessment.

SPORTS

lOWednesday. June 20.2007

OSU to play early games at noon
COLUMBUS. Ohio (Al'l - Ohio
Stale's first two games this fall
against Ybungstown state and
Akron will be televised on the
new Higv Ten Network and will
kick oil at noon.
(.anil' tunes have now been
set for seven of the Buckeyes'
12 games.
The Buckeyes open their
UHlh year ol football on Sept.
I at home against ybungstown

Stale. The following week, thej
host Akron.
The Big Ten Conference
announced last mouth that
Ohio State's games on Sept IS at
Washington and Oct. 20at home
against Michigan State would
start at3:30 p.m. The Buckeyes
play II p.m. games at Minnesota
on Sept. 29, ai Purdue on Oct. <<
and at I'cnn State on Oct. 27.
IheWashingtonand Michigan

WWWBGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

State games will appear on ABC.
with the other three on either

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ABC.ESPNOTESPN2.
The Big Ten Network is working on reaching agreements
with all carriers, although it currrnlk has contracts with only
I )ire< IV and AT&T along with a
local agreement with Buckeye
CableSystem In loledo. Ohio. It

9 Ollspring
10 Wily up

11 Ovid opus

is scheduled to launch programming in August.

12 Golf gadget
13 CIA forerunner
21 Tho Swedish
Nightingale
22 Dos Passos trilogy
25 Cloudless
26 Brings to market
27 Confuse
29 Rabbit's title
30 Hindu tunes
32 Computing axiom
33 Cabinet department
34 Essences
35 Falco and McClurg
36 Sliprjery catches
37 Frar.kie in Spanish
41 Savrirs

TIGER
From Page 9
Id majors for Nicklaus are the
19 times he finished second.
Is it possible Woods can reach
that record before the other?
Il seems preposterous now.
because Woods has 12 trophies
and only four consolation prizes. What the last year hasshown,
however, is that winning starts
with putting yoursell in position, and no one has done that
better, not even dose.
"My last four majors." Woods
said, ticking off his record. "I,
1,2, 2. Not terrible, but il could
have been a little heller."
In an age of instant gratification, il can be difficult to see the
big picture.
What made Nicklaus such a
dominant force in the majors
was thai he was usually around
the lop of the leaderhoard on
the final round, finishing second by making a mistake ('63

ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
31
33
38
39
40
42
43
45

Killer whale
Luggage
Snapshot
Skyrocket
Gudrun's victim
Commutes
Spanish water
Polling material
Molding curves
Conservative talk-show host
Types
U-lurn tram NNW
Dixie, once
Neighbor ol S.Dak.
Fished
Radar setup
Give way
Prevailing trend
Popeye creator
Audacity
Out ol whack
Belmont Stakes entry

contending in majors, he has
experienced just about everything.
And maybe I hat s what awaits
Woods.
The shocker was not I hat he
missed the cm al Winged Fool
lasl year for the first lime in a
major, but (hat il look II) years
for it to happen. Woods is 12-0
in the majors with al least a
share of the 54-hole lead; one
of these limes, he won't win. II
happened to Nicklaus, Arnold
Calmer, even Ben llogan.
There have been 29 majors
when Woods (railed going into
the final round, and he still
hasn't won from behind.
"I haven't gotten it done," he
said. "Put myself there, and
haven't gotten it done."
Thai will change, too.
What separates Woods from
everyone else in the game is
the number of times he gives
himself a chance, and those are
starting lo pile up in alarming
fashion. In the lasl 10 majors,
Woods has been atop the leaderhoard or within two shols
seven times.
He has lost i be lasl two majors
lo guys who hardly fil Ihe profile of Tiger slayers. One was
Zach Johnson al the Masters,
who made all ihe birdie pulls

INDY
From

Team Penske teammate Helio
Caslroneves was next, 0.1004 of a
second behind Franchitti.
Marco Andrelli was third,
Buddv Hice was fourth and Scott
Dixoii was fifth at 119.591 mph.
Hornish, who had the sixth
best time in the open lest, has
had little success when racing al
Mid-Ohio in other circuits.
"For whatever reason we've
never really had a super day
here," Hornish said. "No place
owes you anything, but with Ihe
team I'm with now. I don't think
we're going lo have loo many

ning the 88th PGA Championship golf tournament at Medinah Country Club Sunday. Aug.

Woods, early Monday.

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

that Woods didn't. The other
was Angel Cabrera al Oakmont.
who hit all the iron shots that
turned out badly for Woods.
Cabrera, playing four groups
ahead of Woods, was in the
fairway on the par-4 1Kb and
sniffed his shot Into 2 feet for
birdie. Woods was in the bunker
and fanned a shot thai found
Ihe bunker, leading lo his only
bogey on the back nine.
From the first cut of rough
on ihe 15th, Cabrera cut a shot
toward the flag thai Stopped i
feel behind the flag for a birdie
thai ultimately was Ihe differ
ence. Woods had a similar lie
and pin il over the flag, into
a shaggy collar around ihe
green, and he had lo make an
8-foot par pull just lo slay in
ihe game.

Even without trophies. Woods
hasn't lost his mystique.
He had lo hole a shot from
the 18th fairway al Augusta
National to force a playoff with
lohnson, and the normal guy
from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, started having abnormal thoughts
watching from ihe locker room.
"Before he hit it. I'm like,'He's
done stranger things,'" lohnson
said. "The guy is a phenom."

"No place owes you
anything, but with
the team I'm with
now, I don't think
we're going to have
too many problems."
Sam hornis'i

i in .•■nske

problems because more often
the driver makes Ihe mistake-.
nol the learn."
Tony Kanaan finished one
spot behind I lornish for seventh,
while Patrick. Dan Wheldon and

Woods only needed a single
birdie over his final I hi cv holes
at Oakmont to force a playoff,
and as Cabrera watched from
the clubhouse, he was making
plans for one more round of
Oakmoni in a playoff.
But it didn't happen.
Woods did well lo two-putt
for par on ihe 244-yard 10th
hole. His best chance came al
the 17th, a par 4 where Ihe lee
box was moved to the front and
hole played HfJO yards. Woods
chose 3-WOOd and found the
right bunker, where it looked as
though he would at least give
himself a decent look at birdie.
He said the ball caught a liny
rock in ihe hunker, taking off
just enough spin thai il rolled
past the flag, down the bank
and off t he green.
'Si.' the.17 year-old Argentine
said.
' I iger can birdie any hole.
He's Ihe No. 1," Cabrera later
said through a translator.
But not at this major. And not
al the last major.
"Finishing second is never
tun,' Woods said.
Bui il s nol all bad. either. And
over ihe course of his career, il's
bound lo happen more often.

Darren Manning rounded out
the lop ten in the drivers' only
opportunity to lest at the course
before ihe July 22 race.
As for the effect on the race
course itself, those around the
Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course
look forward to having the elite
of the racing world in their own
backyard.

"We're thrilled to havelndyCar
Scries here. They're actually here
for the first time. It's going to
be huge," said Rebecca Ackford,
media and communication
coordinator al Mid-Ohio. "When
you bring in a well-know series
with well known drivers, it obviously bodes well for us. And, I
think the drivers are excited to
be back here."
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• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

- small pets allowed

FREE HEAT

Personals

Wanted

For Rent

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Beer Specials Daily1
Hot Days - Frosty Mugs
352-9638

1 or 2 male subleasers needed.
Large house. 4 bdrm.. $200 ea 'mo.
Aug. move in. 614-542-7623.

1.28 3 bedrm apis.
Beside water tower, on Manville.
Call 419-352-5239.

For Sale

3 bdrm. unlurn. house in quiel
neighborhood Washer/dryer hookup
Available Aug 419-352-5239

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING1 up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800 965 6520 ext. 174.
Attention Students
Summer Work Available
Internships & Scholarships award
ed up to $5,000. Valuable work experience. Excellent Income. Enjoyable work atmosphere. Flexible schedules. Increase people
skills. Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere. Flexible start
dates. S400-S1,500 week. Interviewing now. Call 1-866-211-7607.
Start work soon.
Attention Summer Work, $15.25
base-appt. FT'PT customer sales'
service, no exp nee. conditions apply, all ages 17.. call now, 419-8655150. visit www.worklorsludents.com
BABYSITTER NEEDED
weekdays, lor 1 1/2 year old
Call 419-409-0567.
Hiring Part-time Project Asst. now
lor Summer/Fall sem. Undergrad or
MBA. Good people, intellectually
challenging, great hands-on experience. Mature, business background,
slrong writing and communication
skills. 8-10 hrs./wk. unpaid,
into @savageconsulting.com.
Fax:419-698-1260.
Hiring Pro|ecl Assts. for fall 8 spring
semesters. Undergrad or MBA. Mature, business background, strong
writing and communication skills. Intellectually challenging, great handson experience. 4 days'week; 20 hrs'
wk. paid. jobs@savageconsulting.
com. Fax:419-698-1260
Lifeguards needed lor 3 week camp
lor children wilh diabetes in Danville.
Work one. two or three weeks. July
27-August 18. Musi be age 19 or
older or age 16 with experience.
Contact Darlene at Central Ohio
Diabetes Association al 1-800-4227946.
Part time horse stall cleaning. W.
Poe Rd Experience with horses
preterred. 419-469-0415.

For Rent
•• 07-08 S.Y. 2, 3. 4, 5 & 6 bdrm
303 E. Merry 5/6 bdrm. 3 liv rms
315 E. Merry Up 4 Bedrm. deck
211 E Reed. 3 bedrm. porch.
Rooms low as $225.00. Units avail.
See CartyRentals.com
Iree web/call 419-353-0325
07 - 08 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts available.
For more into call 419-354-9740.
1 bedroom apt., near campus.
$425/mo. utilities included
419-352-5882
832 Third St 5 blks. Irom campus. 3
bdrm.. 1 bath, privacy fenced in
back yard. $875 mo., plus utilities.
Call 419-392-2812.
3 bdrm house. $750 plus utils. Avail
8 16 Sm. pet allowed. 404 S. College 419 352.4850 8 419 3526948

709 5th Street ^v
APARTMENTS

2 bdrm. house. 7th St, W/D. enclosed porch, small yard.avail.7/1/07
$640 mo. plus util. 419-287-4337.
Basement Apt. Near Campus
$325 mo. utilities included.
419-352-5882
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now
Monthly/semester 8 yr long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
8 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
wwwbuckeyemnandstudios.com
Furnished room for rent . nice quiet
area. Freedom ot Ihe house. $250
mo. S100 deposit. 419-354-6117.
MARTEN RENTALS
601 Third St, 1 bedroom lum.
$385-5395. grad students
704 5th St, 2 bedroom lum.
$510-$530,A/C
210 S Grove, 1 bedroom unlurn.
$385-$400. Quiet
419-352 3445 - 419-308-1287
Townhouse. 2 bdrm. plus
bath. Your own W/D. 3
BGSU. corner ol Kellogg
Hi. No pets no smoking. Avail.
$550 plus util. 805-797-2372.

loft 8 I
mi. from
8 Liberty
July 2

Ivywood*^*
IV? Blocks From Campus

SturJios:Move il I before
August and get

2 Months Freer
1 Bedroom:

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$S2S/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
(419)352-1150
A

Triplex
Houses

Tonights Movies
Students Pau

see our website or
call for more details

$

2.00
Thursday

N

\ PFICO

$111,000 condo 15 mm. Irom campus! New 42~ plasma Iv. w'sale'
Stylish & allordable w/3 huge beds.
1800 sq. It. & 1.1 baths lor rmles.
Pool, tennis court, all appliances,
tons ol storage. Melissa UtterbackSulphur Springs Really. 419.787.S311 rniutlerCacKCa>'T'5n,com

1st Month Free!*
C/A, Pets Welcome
On Site laundry
Private Entrance, Pitio
Short Term Leases Avail
418-352-7881

EH

Mini Mall Apts.idowniwn)

•MtVJ' SQUARE
AMaTMEHTS

i

*^s

Ucwptnii

www.prelerredproper1iesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Haven House Manor
• Fox Run Apis.
• Piedmont Newly Renovated"
• Updated Birchwood

• Private entrance

BILL BARTLETT

• Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.

Preferred
Properties Co.

• Ground floor ranch

t

BIUT
tffUBUU

w/ Student ICT

lumi
VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
16) South Main - Bowling Green
Phone 419-353-2277

1 s»

i T
d

V

tJ

203 N. Main "EKE"
352-5166
$5.75 Minimum

20.2006. in Medinah. Ill Woods' wife gave birth to their first child, a daughter. Sam Alexis

On selected floor plans

To Our Staff.

ANSWERS

PISRNCLLO'S

FAMILY GUY: in a lue photo Tiger Woods celebrates with wife Elm Nordegren alter win-

From Only $490!

Executive Chef

Term paper
Slugger Sammy
Serpentine curve
Spasm
Intones
Preminger film of 1967
Bottom line
Top-notch
Upolu Island city
Soft palate part
Borodin's "Prince _"
Teri ol "Tootsie"
Eva or Zsa Zsa
Chitchats
First name in mystery

44 Nominal
46 Jessica ol PTL
scandal
48 Letter opener,
perhaps
52 Diet guru Jenny
54 Maxim
55 Like some stock
56 Spin around
57 Entrap
58 Angel adornment
59 Hindu discipline
60 Uppity person
61 Pull
62 Calo's eggs
63 Bath vessel

VOTED BEST PIZZA 14 STRAIGHT
ROB CARD

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

WE WELCOME

47
49
50
51
53
58
61
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

a

British Open), getting outplayed
(Lee Trcvino, Tom Watson), or
simply having loo much ground
lo make up in the final round
('64 Masters).
During a quarter century of

A'abama city
Scamp
L'jgendary Celtic
Indian nannies
O d steel helmets
Molecule component
Si ver-tongued
Marner ol liction

419-353-7715 tiJ

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-12 S 1-4:30 Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St

419-352-9378

FantaatK Fou» RtM ol IM SUve* Surfer <f Q)
1200 PM 2 30 PM 500PM 738PM 10 10PM
Knocked up|R| 1 10PM 4-10PM MOPM 10 1
Omnt TMrttan (PO-1 J): 12 4» PM 4 00 PM
70SPM 1005PM
•ufT«L»p|*) 1205PM 2 35PM 4 55PM
720PM B66PM

Evan All Mighty (PG): 114SPM 2 20PM
4 59 PM 7 25 PM 0 55 PM
Fantastic Four(PO) 1200PM. 2 30PM
50OPM. 7 36 PM 1010 PM
Oc«an'iThlrta*n(Pa-13) 12 45 PM 4 00 PM.
7 05 PM. 10 05 PM
Sun"«Up<PG( 1205PM 236PM 450PM
720PM.955PM
Knocked Up (R): 1 10 PM 4 10 PM 7 10 PM.
101SPM
TtmM>" () Shew Sal Sun on*/
TirnM "i 11 Sno* Trwi Fn Sal Sun only
'Muat ba 17 to purtha—■ leUd or Pa aocornpOTad by
perant or Wgal guanjon
Sgrvi«lor SnowTirm •n«l at \
■1IUMKI nCM'iALFi'Wl •ASMS' U) ■UPIRWMR1

5...,.

...»..cinemark.com

